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About This Game

Truth: Disorder is an exciting story about a guy named Thoru who once realizes that his whole life is a lie.

The game will surprise you:
- An interesting story full of mysteries and secrets.

- Unexpected twists and turns in the plot.
- Several bright characters, each of which is unique and in interaction with the hero.
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It's horrible..... I like the game as a whole don't get me wrong, but the multiplayer is AWFUL. It's unbalanced, buggy and the
rules are stupid. The rules should be able to be changed, invites don't always go through resulting in the recipient of said invite
having to close the game, and the multiplayer is only winnable with bacteria and praying to god your disease doesn't get focused
by the world otherwise its gg. The win condition is based on who lasts longer\/infects the whole world (not kill, just infect), not
who infects and or kills more (like a combined score).. Once you try this, you get bound to it.

I'd love to say it is relaxing, because it is to a certain point, but the truth is that some of the figures are... well...

can anyone help me finish Koncentration, please?

Anyway, the game is superb.
One of a kind.
. Only the daughter is worth getting although too short even with two endings. The jack 55 bday is a waste of time in my
opinion, it is no way that this worth more than the first DLC. I dont know why but i thought this game would let you set your
tones it doesnt id like to see that added to the point where you can like make your own tunes / remake tunes but other then that
its really neat to listen to what happens when you put a bunch of the shapes together its just anoter vr play with the vr type of
game and it does it well. Basically the same level of gameplay as a free flash game. If you want a fun Hollywood-style hacking
sim, ignore this one and grab Uplink instead.. It's not Bomberman VR, but it has it's charm for a quick intensive round.

How do you play?

You are standing on a plaform made of different squares. You are handed several kind of weapons you have to through on your
enemies plaform in order to destroy the squares. Once the squares are destroyed - they break by for example throughing a bomb
on them - your enemy vis-\u00e0-vis falls down and you win the round.

There is a MP, but which I did not test yet and several different difficulties.

Cute graphics and sound. A refreshing VR idea.

!!! Organize well your playground as well as the cables, as it will become a bit hectic in higher difficulties.

Definitely recommended for the sale price of 1 EUR.

 Twitch Channel : https:\/\/www.twitch.tv\/mrorange55
Youtube Channel : https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/channel\/UC1UE5TPoF0HX0HVpF_E4uPQ\/videos?view_as=subscriber 
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fix this cursor bug on the main title screen!!!. Take Clash Royale and make it 10x better :). I thought arm swinging locomotion
would be fun, but I move A LOT slower in-game than I do IRL, so it isn't. I could deal with that, but for it to register a sword
swing as a headshot is a crap shoot. It simply doesn't work, they can have their head bowed to you, and you swing down, and
miss. Lol, how does that make sense when it's the only target? Then on top of all this, while climbing you have to go VERY
slowly or you'll be launched across the map.

So in this VR game I'm:
- Slower than I am IRL
- Weaker than I am IRL (and I'm a tiny 110lbs person...)
- Smashing somebody in the head with a sword has a ~25% of a headshot

Where's the fun in this? When locomotion was trash, I decided to use swords, swords don't work either. What's the point of this
game? I seriously regret my purchase.

My strategy isn't complicated, run at them while dodging shots, swing at head for a 1-hit kill, however because it usually don't
register the 1-hit kill, I instead have to flail around and hope it does. On top of this, on the first mission I was supposed to shoot
to destroy something, I emptied 2 clips into it, ran out of ammo and had to start over. Because of all the above issues, I won't,
I'm done with this game until maybe some bugfixes come out.

I almost forgot there's also a bug for even just equipping your swords, I have to spend 2 minutes each time trying to get it to
register the grab. This doesn't happen on any other game. Very disappointed for a game I only had medium hopes for.

Edit: Almost forgot to mention that having your head decide where you go is just asking for neck strain. I hate it, I can't do the
majority of tactics I want to do (IE: Dodge and run) because I literally have to look where I'm going at all times.. Is this a
competent game? Yes. It has everything that you could expect from a game, definitely not an asset flip and some work has put
into this to make it work properly.

Is it fun? No. It's really boring, the upgrades you get just artificially extend the gameplay, and some of them end up hurting you
in the end like the jumping one forces you to jump extremely high and there's no way to jump lower than that. Your character is
slow, and the game doesn't get harder as you progress.

It's a game, everything works, it's just not entertaining. I can't reccomend buying it because it seemed to just waste my time..
tbh: I had a bad experience. It took some time to really understand the concept even with the easy entry levels. The game and it's
mechanics remain confusing to me in a certain way. Because of this and because of after every mistake you have to start over
and over again ... well I've lost fun about it. It was more going on my nervs. It's a Puzzler, yes but even as a fan from those kind
of games at the end I dislike this pretty much.. THIS GAME \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665IN META I LUV IT KAPA PRIDE.
This is one fine piece of DLC released by virtualTracks (do note it was not made by DTG nor RSC), the map contains a lot
custom builds and very high quality stations. Of course every TS game have issues, so the problem with this map is that it is no
longer maintained, not even updated. DO NOTE, THE MAP IS NO LONGER UPDATED! But, there is a good news, the
creator of the map releases third party upgrades for the map with his website that you can download to upgrade the
track and fix a lot of oustanding issues and to add QuckDrive capabilities.

Other then the major issues with the upgrading process, the second problem is the quality settings that we are enforced
to abide by else we won't see sections of the scene that is right before us. Some users have to set their settings really
high in order to be able to see certain builds and bridges, this can of course cause issues for most of us with mid-range
PC's.

So yeah, I'll rate this 9 out of 10 just due to the upgraded LZB system, quality of stations and the scenery that feels
really nice. You can go and buy it at any time but I would recommend to buy it when it's on sale.. One of the Kind, its
color full, really good OST it really fits the game.
One of my favorite couch game.
Need to be at least 3 player to have some real fun in pvp tho.
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